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Empirical Considerations on the Age Factor in L2 Phonology

Alene Moyer
University of Maryland

Phonological skill is widely regarded as subject to a critical period for language 
-

retical and empirical research on phonological skill development among late learners has 

-

INTRODUCTION: AGE OF ONSET
AND ULTIMATE ATTAINMENT IN L2 PHONOLOGY

The question of a critical period for language learning has enjoyed renewed 
interest of late in the face of evidence that shows inconsistent age effects across 
tasks that measure grammar skills and pronunciation in a second language (L2) 

-

to attain after puberty (i.e., following the close of any putative critical period for 
language learning).  

cognitive changes that presumably affect the perception and production of new 
(L2) sounds in negative ways, much more can and should be done to explore how 
individual constraints operate, e.g., aptitude for language learning and/or oral 

-
-

lationships of language, mind, body and society” operate in tandem to determine 



begun to explore individual factors among late learners, such as formal instruction, 
motivation, and opportunities for authentic L2 contact as they impact phonological 

impressive, statistically speaking, as the age of onset (AO) factor itself. Much re-
mains to be done here, nevertheless, since so many such factors co-vary with age 

for discussion).
Assuming that phonology, like any other skill in L2, is subject to both uni-

our methods have adequately measured this complex convergence of factors up 
to now. This paper examines the breadth and validity of the instrumentation in 
age effects studies in L2 phonology in order to note where we can strengthen our 

language acquisition (SLA) cannot be expected to adhere to strict standards of 
validity1 because our populations are often specialized and our questions targeted 
to unique circumstances. This discussion therefore intends only to raise questions 
and suggest guidelines for future work that could enhance validity, and thereby, 

regarding participant selection, task design, ratings and rater reliability, and data 
analyses. Throughout, I emphasize the need for, and viability of, more carefully 
designed instruments to address the impact of age vis-à-vis other factors. Following 
this introduction of the problems, I outline several methodological recommenda-
tions for future investigations.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Participant Selection and the Ultimate Attainment Issue
In studies on perception and production of new L2 sounds, participants may 

be new, inexperienced learners, or they may be experienced learners who still have 

long-term impact of neurobiological age on language learning.2 In other words, the 

With this in mind, the sample is often chosen from among immigrant populations 

the one hand, long-term learners provide an opportunity to test age effects against 

for authentic interaction and practice, widely varying orientations to the target 
language, and widely varying opportunities to receive L2 instruction. In fact, those 
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with extensive L2 experience are sometimes recruited for their exceptional degree 
of motivation towards the target language (TL) (Bongaerts, Planken, & Schils, 

Viewed across, and even within, studies, participant backgrounds are seldom 
parallel. These inconsistencies are problematic on several grounds. Most obviously, 
there is the problem of comparability (and therefore generalizability) of results. 
Concerns about validity and reliability
out, selection bias can be an unwitting byproduct of studies that divide the sample 
into groups – such as in experimental research that involves a treatment. In studies 
of ultimate attainment, no treatment is involved, but we face a similar danger of 
selection bias. Subjects are often chosen for their specialized abilities, resulting in 
a homogeneous sample, which inherently affects generalizability since the mean 
and variance of their performance are likely to be distorted. Let us look at a spe-

counter to the (widely accepted) critical period for language learning. Is this best 
accomplished by selecting only exceptional cases? If so, should ‘exceptional’ status 

judgment of a teacher? All of these selection criteria have been used, though none 
is ideal. What are the odds that another researcher can replicate the same special-
ized population according to the same selection criteria? 

Of further concern is the fact that selecting a very specialized group (e.g., 
advanced learners – often targeted for critical period studies because their exposure 
is extensive) will likely mean that some participants have a real advantage over 
others, often in terms of previous instruction, possibly even overt training on the 
perception and/or production of new (L2) sounds. The effects of widely varying 

pedagogical focus, language content, classroom hours, etc. Unless such experi-

from the impact of AO), comparability within the sample of learners is in question 

instructional experience is not adequately accounted for). 
Across studies, comparability is clearly of great concern as well. For example, 

some studies incorporate an experimental training phase to address problematic 

participant performance following the treatment. Other studies test instruction as 

it lasts, or the point in the process at which it is introduced. Derwing, Munro, and 
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-

long-term instruction, but when reanalyzed through factor analysis and regression 

compared to living with native speakers and concern for pronunciation accuracy. 
The point is that if we do not account for the relevant experience of participants, we 

 must be ruled out 
– or controlled for – in accordance with the objectives of the study.

related to phonological performance, for example, length of residence (Asher & 
-

is that length of residence (LOR) is a very rough measure of experience with little 

such as the particulars of L2 usage or domains for contact (see Moyer, forthcom-
ing), for example, frequency of contact, quality of input, etc. Experience has been 
measured as actual use

continued L1 use appears to have a negative impact on L2 phonetic perception and 
production, regardless of how long one resides in the TL-speaking environment. 

Attempting a comprehensive approach to the experience problem, Moyer 

domains for L2 use, and actual (weekly) time spent using L2 relative to L1, in both 
quantitative and qualitative terms. Results point to a balance of socio-psychological 
and exposure-type variables for predicting accent, including contact with native 
speakers, length of residence and age of onset, as well as intention to reside in the 
TL-speaking environment permanently or long-term, comfort with assimilation to 

to these studies, AO is not the most impressive factor statistically speaking, when 

-
pecially as a complex indicator of language use and orientation – deserves much 
more careful attention in our instruments.

Finally, factors of a socio-psychological nature should be taken into account 
for any learners beyond the critical period. This is especially important if we hope 
to view language acquisition more holistically (i.e., as an active process marked 
by conscious decision-making, not just subject to the impact of AO). There is 
mounting evidence that affect in general is closely related to cognition, affecting 
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evident between closer-to-native pronunciation abilities and motivation (Bongaerts 

these factors cannot be shown unequivocally to directly cause certain outcomes, 

through qualitative analysis is that such factors lead to strategic behaviors that im-

Elicitation Techniques and Tasks
Studies on accent in a second language differ in terms of elicitation tech-

niques for production skills,5 with some studies choosing only one of a number 
of possible techniques, and a few combining several. Following perhaps the most 
simplistic approach to the most basic question, can any late learner perform at a 
native level under any circumstances?, a number of studies rely on direct imita-

means to discover whether a learner can ‘sound native,’ if only for a few seconds 
at a time, hardly provides insight into phonetic/phonemic accuracy under real-time 
processing conditions. More often, studies ask for autonomous production of iso-
lated words, sentences, and/or paragraphs with no model or auditory input (Asher 

speech is arguably the most appropriate way to probe true ultimate attainment. It is 

inherently involve lexical, morphological, syntactic, and pragmatic abilities as well, 
and thus are ‘messier’ in terms of interpreting the ratings that result. 

The validity concerns for these varied approaches to task design are obvious. 
Depending on the naturalness of a given task, a speaker/learner may be perceived as 
more or less authentic to a rater. Imitation tasks and reading aloud isolated words (or 
even phones/phonemes) may elicit closer-to-target production than free speaking, 
possibly due to a greater focus on accuracy in decontextualized tasks (Dickerson, 
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But are these decontextualized tasks really an authentic representation of what 
the learner can do (i.e., in real communication)? In their defense, isolated words 

the word-level, while sentence tasks can test phrasal features like intonation and 
rhythm. Free speech is arguably the most natural task, but it is also the most prone 
to mistakes beyond the phonological level. 

combine tasks, allowing for a comparison of pronunciation authenticity across 

tasks elicit varying degrees of authenticity based on the learner’s relative (overt) 
focus on accuracy. In other words, where production is decontextualized – more 
controlled, such as in word lists – the participant may be better able to focus on 
phonetic precision. Whether controlled tasks really do lead to greater accuracy/
authenticity compared to more open-ended ones is up for debate at this point 

skills once the participant moves beyond the word-level. Moreover, we have little 
data on differential abilities within the phonological realm (e.g., segmental vs. 
suprasegmental) for the same study. 

Additional task concerns include the number of tokens per task, the extent 
to which tokens challenge the participants’ abilities, and the allowance for practice 
of actual tokens. To a large extent, the number of tokens is logically tied to the 

but reading 25 words is certainly reasonable.) As of this writing, there is no clear 

concerns – as far as this researcher is concerned – some study designs purposefully 
-

additional relevant points). Overall, more attention to internal validity is needed in 

Raters and Rating Criteria
Studies on L2 accent typically rely on either spectrographic analysis to com-

pare non-native performance to that of a native speaker baseline,6 or ask native 
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speakers to judge non-native speech samples, usually for degree of accent. These 

regional background can vary widely within and across studies. Some are teach-
ers, some are linguists, others have no formal training in linguistics or language 
education. Formal analyses of who is actually most sensitive to, or most critical of, 
non-native accent are contradictory. For this reason, a balance of rater types may 
be best, since both experienced and inexperienced raters bring different levels of 

The reliance on native speakers has been criticized of late, as perpetuating 
the myths that: (a) all native speakers of a language sound alike and share the same 
intuitions about their L1, meaning that they must all be ‘pure’ monolinguals (Cook, 

denies the reality that multiple standards can and do exist, for example, for world 

on native speakers as raters is convenient, if not logical, for the reason that they 
do appear to exercise a similar set of perceptions on what is comprehensible, if 
not accented, and these impressions are extremely useful if we assume that there 
is a ‘core’ of linguistic features that must be minimally accurate in order for com-

– is usually limited to one regional (and ethnic) group, thereby excluding the 
practical reality that native speakers of a given language do not share an identical 

Perhaps even more pressing than the question of who is the question of 
how many. The number of raters across studies has ranged anywhere from 1 to 

get solid results from an inter-rater reliability measure, such as Cohen’s Kappa, 

A rating scale is the most common system for judging native-ness, ranging 

ratings across two rater groups to look for discrepancies and overlaps in judgments. 
Whether the absence of an accepted, unitary scale compromises validity and reli-
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8 possibly 
because this aspect of instrumentation is relatively consistent compared to others 
treated here. Nevertheless, it is another aspect of the instrumentation that should 
be carefully considered because of its implications for comparability. 

Factors and Analyses
I have argued here (and elsewhere) for a more purposeful accounting for the 

age effects in L2 phonology. If there is one obvious weakness in the critical pe-
riod research in SLA, it is a narrow approach to age effects, meaning that too few 
variables have been tested against age itself. This weakness has been recognized 

Moyer, forthcoming), and L2 phonological research is arguably doing a good deal 
to counter it. 

To test for the strength of variables that co-vary with age (instruction, mo-
tivation, etc.), correlation analyses such as Pearson-Product Moment correlations 
are most common, followed by more sophisticated tests of multiple factors as 
they contribute differentially to predicting outcomes, (e.g., ANOVA and multi-

the relative impact of various (age-related) factors be understood. Non-linguistic 

This is not meant to imply that statistical tests and inferential analyses can 
answer all relevant questions. Qualitative data allow us to explore issues that are 

to socialize with native speakers impacts ultimate attainment, and how such fac-
tors relate to AO (and to the current age of the participant). All of these factors 
can be measured and tested through scalar and categorical response-types, and 

techniques such as interviews offer an in-depth way to explore how they operate 
for the individual. 

METHODOLOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

-
ticipant selection, task design and procedures, ratings, and analyses. All of these 
suggestions are geared toward enhancing validity within studies, comparability 
across samples, and overall reliability. 
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Recommendations for Participant Selection
In studies that aim to test the critical period hypothesis, selection needs to be 

carefully considered with an eye toward replicability and generalizability. Should 
aspects of experience and orientation continue to be pre-selected, or should a range 
of such factors be assured by allowing for a more random sample selection? Further-
more, to what extent can evidence be compared across studies when learner groups 
are specialized, or exceptional? Conditions and criteria for participant selection 

describe the effects of long-term experience on attainment, then participants’ ac-

if a study hopes to contrast age effects with experience, both formal and informal 
L2 experience types (e.g., instruction, contact with native speakers, etc.) should 
be carefully documented so that any impact can be measured against that of age. 
If learner orientation is the focus of investigation, participants with compelling 

the TL community, etc., should be recruited for study, and these criteria should be 

length of residence. 

Recommendations for Task Design
The earlier discussion highlighted concerns about internal validity in task 

design, and several things can be done to ensure a more solid instrument along 
these lines. In order to represent various degrees of control and naturalness, a range 
of tasks should be included. Task design should ensure a spectrum of isolated 
and contextualized task types to target various levels of phonological processing, 
including segmental, syllabic, prosodic, and rhythmic abilities. (This principle 
could equally be applied to perception-based studies, which too often rely only on 
isolated segments for data points). Such a range not only addresses authenticity 
concerns, it allows the researcher to test for task effects that may provide insights 

In addition to the task itself, we should consider the instructions and proce-
dures given to participants. While multiple takes may be appropriate for novice 
learners, tests of truly advanced learners should not allow practice to obtain good 
tokens. For participants at this level, open-ended response types are appropriate, 
and should be considered a standard. 

One further suggestion is that future instruments manipulate constructs like 
topic familiarity and formality within task types to check for any possible impact 
on production or perception accuracy. By the same token, varying interactional 
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words, how interlocutors actually accommodate certain kinds of phonetic substitu-

implies in the broader context of real communication.

Recommendations for Raters and Ratings
Several suggestions could enhance the validity of rater selection, and the 

standardization of ratings criteria. First, raters should be selected from a range of 
backgrounds to ensure a balance of sensitivity to various accents (see Thompson, 

for comparative reliability. In so doing, any language background differences can 

may need to be eliminated from the analyses). Second, 5-to-6- point rating scales 
could easily include both categorical and scalar responses to best represent the 
variety of judgments made, for example, comprehensibility, authenticity, regional 
versus standard pronunciation, etc., in addition to scalar evaluations of nativeness 

the impact of a non-native accent for the native speaker (NS) listener. 
Rater response types should include discrete measures, but also allow for 

open-ended comments and notes. This recommendation is based on an instrument 

for judging nativeness (e.g., phonological, grammatical, lexical, and pragmatic 

for a comparison of rater priorities reported a priori – before listening – with the 
actual features noted that contributed to judgments of strong accent. (Phonological 

a priori
the ‘online’ comments as well.) In addition, comments written during listening can 
identify lexical and morphological errors, as well as phonological inaccuracies, thus 
providing some insight into criteria used in rating more complex, global tasks.

Recommendations for Factor and Analysis Breadth
As noted, both quantity and quality of learner experience must be accounted 

with native speakers, access to formal and informal feedback and instruction, rea-
sons for acquiring the TL, and so on. By gathering a broader set of data, we can 
accomplish three important objectives: (a) statistically validate the contributions 

-
lap between factors that can disguise the underlying nature of the mechanisms at 

variables that predict the variance in outcome. With the complex relationships 

integrative motivation) and scalar response types can be supplemented by open-
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ended questions that allow for more in-depth understandings of learner experience 
and orientation.

Finally, incorporating inferential tests, such as multiple regression and 
ANOVA, allows us to test the relative and independent strength of multiple vari-
ables as they predict the variance in outcome. These tests sometimes provide the 
(surprising) result that age is not as powerful a predictor of native-like attainment 

but should be considered a standard for validating the effects of age in relation to 

CONCLUSIONS

attention and/or perceptual acuity. Some have suggested that relevant neurobiologi-

some late learners are better at acquiring a native-like accent than others, but we 

their skills, ask for overt feedback on their pronunciation, and develop conscious 
strategies to improve it. This broader focus on the learner as an active participant in 

-
ronmentally-shaped forces such as attitudes, learning contexts, and so on (p. 85). 
Indeed, given the uncertainties surrounding the nature of mechanisms responsible 
for acquisition, and their apparent decline coinciding with (or even previous to) 
biological maturation,  a more inclusive view of age effects is more tenable (and 

While personal engagement in the target language varies highly across L2 
learners, those with an early AO are, statistically speaking, far more likely to 
accrue instructional experience and greater personal contacts to native speakers 

but a more advantageous balance of exposure types – experiential quality, so to 
speak – positively affecting both affective and cognitive strategies for improving 

important connections between AO and L2 experience, we cannot assume direct 
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age factor requires an appreciation for how developing L2 experience feeds into 

Some L2 learners who reside in-country shift over time to predominantly rely on 
L2, leaving L1 for special contexts (like family domains), and this affects accent 

correlation between such a shift and AO has been similarly documented. Singleton 

from the home language to the language of the host country. The implication of 

may, in fact, be reporting on a language which has effectively become an L1 

be used across various domains, and the likelihood that it will eventually become 
the dominant language.   

This paper has argued that age effects research in L2 phonology can do more 
to enhance validity and reliability in its methodologies, by standardizing ratings 
procedures and inter-rater reliability measures, broadening task types for advanced 
learners, and designing elicitation techniques that are appropriate to the participants 
involved. Following the recommendations outlined above, internal and external 

more readily replicated, which will hopefully lead to clearer, even generalizable, 
principles regarding what late learners can and cannot do in the phonological realm. 
Finally, greater sophistication in statistical analyses will allow the effects of age to 

goal for critical period studies.
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NOTES

1 Internal validity – the extent to which the instrument and analyses accurately captures 
the construct(s) under examination – naturally affects external validity – the ability to 

parallel conditions.
2

that age effects are effectively non-existent (at least from the point of view of statistical 

interesting, in spite of the fact that this age range may indeed pinpoint the phase at which 

3 Reliability is the stability of a measure from one application to another, i.e., the 
consistency of responses from one set of items to another similar set, or from one 
data collection to another subsequent collection using the same instrument. Threats to 

learners within such groups should be of concern.

type (e.g., instruction targeted 
to phonetic accuracy, suprasegmental authenticity, etc.). The authors also point out that 
pronunciation receives little attention in classrooms these days, and thus it is no surprise 

learners can perceive new phonetic categories more accurately than they can produce 
them informs a lively debate in the research. Potentially “asymmetrical” abilities along 
these lines may point to an underlying decline in motor control over articulatory organs, 

assert that the auditory perceptual system remains highly plastic at least through early 
childhood and possibly much later, but beyond early childhood, those who have learned 
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 In a qualitative comparison of teacher and non-teacher perceptions of L2 speech, 

intervals from high to low) versus a prothetic continuum (continuous, but not integral, 

in language learning abilities is that age is a continuous variable. It would therefore 

maturation

gradually and continually decline, this would suggest general age effects

language abilities.
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